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Choreography Catherine Diverrès | Stage design and artistic collaboration Laurent Peduzzi
Lightings Marie-Christine Soma assisted by Pierre Gaillardot | Costumes Cidalia da Costa
Performer Pilar Andrès Contreras
Poems La Terra di Lavoro de told by Pier Paolo Pasolini | Music piano Eiji Nakasawa
Production Compagnie Catherine Diverrès / association d’Octobre | Commission of the 9e Biennale nationale de danse du
Val-de-Marne | Coproduction Centre chorégraphique national de Rennes et de Bretagne, Théâtre Romain Rolland-Ville-

juif, Biennale du Val-de-Marne, Ville de Villejuif, Théâtre national de Bretagne-Rennes I With the creation support from
Conseil départemental du Val-de-Marne

Diffusion Stance II
Stance II has been represented more than sixty times in France and abroad.
To name a few I Festival d’Avignon, 1997 I Pologne et Ukraine, 1998 I Buenos Aires, 1999 I Montpellier Danse, 2001 et 2005
I Colombie, 2001 I Palerme, 2002 I Berlin, 2003 I Naples, 2004 I Tunis, 2005 I Dance Umbrella-Londres,2005 I Roumanie,
2007
More recently I Festival Les Hivernales, CDCN Avignon , February 6 and 27 2012 I Pontarlier, April 18 2012 I Rencontres
chorégraphiques internationales de Seine-Saint-Denis, May 22-24 2012 I Le Volcan, Le Havre, October 9 2012 I Théâtre
national de Chaillot - Paris, November 7 2012 I Festival Danse à Kerhervy-Lanester, July 6 2013 I Biennale de Ceara,
Fortaleza- Brésil, October 25-26 2013 (cancelled) I Biennale de Recif-Brésil, November 1st 2013 (cancelled) I TU-Nantes,
Festival Flash Danse, February 11 2014 I Dansem-Marseille, November 28-29 2014 I CCN de Tours, January 23 2016 I
CCN du Havre Normandie / Le Phare, Festival Pharenheit, January 28 2016 I Festival Cadences, Arcachon, September 25
2016 | Le Quartz, Brest, May 14 -15 2019 | MC2, Grenoble, October 6-7 2020 | Festival Lieux Mouvants, Lanrivain, August
1st 2021

Created in 1997, Stance II is the second part of Stance I,
a piece for 10 dancers
The idea was to prolong in the same space their
movement, their multiple presences, in an uninterrupted line of movement – with a single presence,
doubled by its shadow, alternately projected and
erased …
Stance II is a kind of concentrate of my own vocabulary in dance, intimate, movements I have developed over the years, constructed like a Japanese
painter might when he is executing a work of calligraphy. The voice and the words of Pasolini, punctuated by the piano music of Eiji Nakazawa, and the
breaths of the dance - all inhabit the movement of
the space
I have taught this solo, my solo, to four dancers:
Carole Gomes, Rita Quaglia, Francesca Mattavelli
and now Pilar Andrès Contreras.
A few words about Pier Paolo Pasolini ...
Pier Paolo Pasolini as a poet and writer accompanied me in my readings from the beginning, through
his humanist thought, his positions, political commitment and high poetic dimension.
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For Stances, the recording of this poem told by Pasolini, not found in France, was transmitted to me by
one of my dancers while I had composed the writing
of the piece in silence.
His voice, while I understand Italian moderately, was
obvious for this solo. The Japanese musician Eiji
NaKazawa composed from a video recording of the
writing of the solo in silence, modulating the melody
and the sweetness of the voice and words of Pasolini and with some piano notes, according to the gestures I had written.
Pier Paolo, in this poem speaks of the misery of the
peasants in Friuli, of the always vain fights and of the
women who nevertheless stand in this misery... It is
at the same time a poem violently political and of a
sadness, of a nostalgia that expresses empathy with
the humanist, human depths, with its unforgettable
voice of sweetness and tenderness.

Catherine Diverrès,

…There is a dancer, alone on stage, and from
behind, who cries out for her distress. She writes
with her arms the text of his torment. She spits
out the words of her rage on a music of cello that
growls, percussive. And there is Catherine Diverrès. Only she too.
Stances II begins. She does not move. Black, exaggeratedly long, against a background of golden
light. She still does not move, but you feel that she
is already dancing. She slips into the shadow, without being seen to leave. There is not enough space
here to describe even her undulating arms and her
flexible neck movements. She dances alone, with
her shadow, and the words of La Terra di lavoro
by Pier Paolo Pasolini. Diva. The ultimate in grace.
And courage.
With this solo, she says how much she is united
with her company. But also how much, Geisha
winged, she is unique, isolated in her difference.
Dominique Frétard Le Monde - Juillet 1997
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An etymological search by the curious will reveal
that Stance relates to the Italian word stanza, meaning “room,” to the Latin word stare, meaning “standing.” And this creation is indeed a poetic journey
for Catherine Diverrès. A journey (and a short stay
somewhere), a singular quest (a posture) following
a wandering through the choreographer’s world.(…)
It is sublime, something beyond beauty, channeling
both mystery and a sense of possession. (…) Stance
in the singular means a position, a posture, or a few
drops of a perfume, the essence of a radical concept
of movement which Diverrès has espoused for more
than fifteen years now.
Philippe Brzezanski
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Biography Catherine Diverrès
“Consciousness, our relation to others, that’s what creates the
time” Catherine Diverrès has been repeating this over and over
since her first choreographic opus, a strange meteorite which
appeared on the contemporary dance scene in the mid 80s. Right
from the start Catherine Diverrès stood out, turning her back
on the prevailing American post-modernist dance conceptions of
the time. Trained most notably at the Mudra de Bruxelles school,
directed by Maurice Béjart, she practised the techniques of José
Limón, Merce Cunningham and Alwin Nikolaï before joining the
choreographer Dominique Bagouet in Montpellier as a dancer
and then setting out on her own. First in tandem with Bernado Montet, creating a mythical duo, Instance, following a study
trip in Japan in 1983 with one of the Butô masters, Kazuo Ohno.
This was the beginning of the Studio DM. A decade or so later, in
1994, she was appointed director of the Centre Chorégraphique
National de Rennes et de Bretagne, which she ran until 2008.
Throughout her thirty or so creations to date, Catherine Diverrès
has invented her own language, an extreme and powerful dance
form, in harmony with life’s great changes, which dialogues
with the poets Rilke, Pasolini, Holderin, reflects with the philosophers Wladimir Jankelevich, Jean-Luc Nancy, attaching itself
to transmission and repertory Echo, Stances, Solides. Dance,
which she destabilises in the company of the sculptor Anish
Kapoor in L’Ombre du ciel.
From 2000 onwards, she has turned her own writing upside down
by using other creative devices. She has improvised to music,
Blowin’, developed projects abroad, in Sicily with Cantieri, with
Spanish artists in La Maison du sourd. Presence, gravity, hallucinatory images, suspense, fall and flight, the choreographer
transforms her dance into a sort of physical unveiling. As in Encor, a landscape in which we see passing before us movement
and history. A way of questioning, through the body, the major
social and aesthetic changes of our time or questioning our memory once again, as in her recent solo, a hommage to Kazuo
Ohno, Ô Senseï.
Time has come full circle but a new period has begun with
the creation of her new company, the association d’Octobre in
Vannes. Continuing her work of creation and transmission, the
choreographer and her dancers have undertaken the interpretation of a legendary figure, Penthésilées ..., queen of the
Amazons. In readopting the group, a collective dimension, this
production marks a new step in an artistic approach which is
already richly choreographic.

Irène Filiberti
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Main choreographies
Instance (1983) I Le Rêve d’Hélène Keller (1984)
I Lie ou le sol écarlate (1985) I L’Arbitre des élégances (1986) I Le Printemps (1988) I Fragment
(1988/1989) I Concertino (1990) I Tauride (1992) I
Ces Poussières (1993) I L’Ombre du ciel (1994) I
Retour (1995) I Fruits (1996) I Stance I et II (1997)
I Corpus (1999) I Le Double de la bataille (1999) I
4+1 (Little song) (2000) I Voltes (2001) I San (2001)
I Cantieri (2002) I Echo (2003) I Solides (2004) I alla
prima (2005) I Blowin’ (2007) I La Maison du sourd
(2008) I Encor (2010) I Ô Senseï (2011) I Penthésilées… (2013) I Dentro (2015) | Blow The Bloody
Doors Off ! (2016) | Jour et Nuit (2019) | Echo recreation (2021)

Collaborateurs artistiques
Pilar Andrès Contreras
DANCER
Having studied ballet in Burgos, Madrid and Zaragoza
(Spain), it was in Bilbao that Pilar studied Beaux Arts and
first began studying contemporary dance with Matxalen
Bilbao.
She worked with Atxarte Lopez de Munain, Asier Zabaleta,
Natalia Monge, Matxalen Bilbao, Blanca Arrieta, Olatz de
Andrés, Daniel Abreu and Catherine Diverrès. At the same
time developed her own teaching at the Andoni Aresti
Dantza School.

Marie-Christine Soma
LIGHTING DESIGN
Marie-Christine Soma has been a lighting designer since
1985, and was a lighting technician at the Théâtre National
de Marseille- La Criée, then served as an assistant to Henri Alekan and Dominique Bruguière.She has designed the
lighting for works by Geneviève Sorin and Alain Fourneau,
for the groupe Ilotopie, then, beginning in 1990, for Marie Vayssière, François Rancillac, Alain Milianti, Jean Paul
Delore, Jérôme Deschamps and Macha Makeïeff, Eric Lacascade and Michel Cerda, and more recently for Eric Vigner, Arthur Nauzyciel, Catherine Diverrès, Marie-Louise
Bischoerger, Jean Claude Gallotta, Jacques Vincey,
Frédéric Fisbach, Eléonore Weber and Alain Ollivier .... .

n 2001 she began an artistic collaboration with Daniel
Jeanneteau on Racine’s «Iphigénie.» At the same time
she was creating lighting for the stage, she also the lighting for two exhibition/performances at the Grande Halle
de la Villette, «Fêtes Foraines» in 1995 and «Le Jardin
Planétaire» in 1999, as well as Nan Goldin’s photography
installation in the Chapelle de la Salpêtrière in the 2004
Festival d’Automne. She has taught at the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs in the Design & Production department since 1998, as well as at ENSATT in
Lyon since 2004.

Cidalia da Costa
COSTUMES
Cidalia da Costa puts her art of costume at the service of a
text, reading and collective interpretation of a director and
his troupe. With an instinctive taste for the diversion of materials and the mixing of times. After studying Plastic Arts,
she started working in cinema. Very quickly, she meets
the living spectacle. For the theatre, she creates costumes
with Pierre Ascaride, Didier Bezace, Vincent Colin, Gabriel
Garran, Daniel Mesguich, Jacques Nichet, Philippe Adrien,

Yves Beaunesne, Hubert Colas. For contemporary
dance, she collaborates with Jean Gaudin, Catherine
Diverrès, Bernardo Montet, Christian Trouillas… His
clothes and costumes were shown at major exhibitions
at the Centre Georges Pompidou, the Grande Halle de la
Villette and the Comédie Française.
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Stance II
Representation videos

Stance II - interpretation Catherine Diverrès

Stance II - interprettation Carole Gomes

Stance II - interpretation Francesca Mattavelli

press review
press review
press review
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Contacts
Contacts
Contacts
Compagnie Catherine Diverrès
l association d’Octobre
Administration
Sybille De Negri I 33 (0)2 97 40 51 26 I
admin@compagnie-catherine-diverres.com

Direction developpement, production, diffusion
Marie-Laurence Boitard I 33 (0)6 03 89 89 60
developpement@compagnie-catherine-diverres.com

Communication, mediation
Aziliz Le Trépuec | 33 (0)2 97 40 51 26
Volunteer in Civic Service
relations-publiques@compagnie-catherine-diverres.com

Cie Catherine Diverrès
https://www.facebook.com/asso.octobre/
www.compagnie-catherine-diverres.com

17 rue Capitaine Jude, 56 000 Vannes

Compagnie Catherine Diverrès I Association d’Octobre
Receives support from the Ministry of Culture and Communication, the Regional Direction of Cultural Affairs of
Brittany, the Regional Council of Brittany

